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SUPPLY CHAIN
DIVERSITY:
Navigating the COVID-19
Crisis and Beyond
The coronavirus pandemic has exposed what can be a fatal flaw
of companies overly reliant on one source of supply. Facing an
interruption of any consequence from that single source, these
companies are severely challenged to fill orders on a timely
basis and overcome other challenges such as trade tariffs and
transport logistics. An April 2020 article from Industry Week
noted, “Unfortunately, too many companies have done just that
by selecting and doing business with the one supplier who quotes
the lowest piece-price. Often this supplier is located in a lowwage overseas country, adding more variables and uncertainty
to supply-chain management.” The only option to solving these
issues, going forward? Establish new supplier relationships…and
as fast as possible.
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SUPPLY CHAIN DIVERSITY: Navigating the COVID-19 Crisis and Beyond

Minalex, is well-versed and accustomed to dealing with
the myriad of fluctuations that can disrupt the supply
chain. When challenges arise, we respond with agility
and speed, re-calibrating every aspect of the supply
chain. Another reference from the previously-mentioned
Industry Week piece explains why niche manufacturers
like Minalex are more capable of adapting to major
disruptions like the current one we’re experiencing:
Contract manufacturers “… develop unique processes
for the manufacture of one (or a family of) specific
products. To financially protect themselves, such
suppliers usually require both long-term agreements
and substantial – often several months or more –
commitment to production schedules.”

AS A CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
MANUFACTURER, MINALEX REMAINS
“OPEN FOR BUSINESS” SERVING CUSTOMERS
AND THE NATIONAL DEFENSE NETWORK.

Minalex is considered a critical infrastructure
manufacturer by the United States Department of
Defense, with a special responsibility to maintain
normal work schedules during the COVID-19 response
emergency. From the onset of the pandemic to the
present day, Minalex has remained open and fully
functioning, while taking every precaution to ensure
the safety and well-being of employees, suppliers and
customers.
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MINALEX STANDS WITH
HEALTHCARE & LIFE SCIENCES
Hospitals Rely on High-Quality Aluminum Extrusions
to Monitor Patient Health
In a doctor’s office or hospital, you may have noticed an
electronic monitor that’s supported by a flexible, adjustable
metal arm mounted on a wall or on a stand. Minalex
manufactures these parts for hospital electronics from
aluminum blocks, extruding them into a rectangular shape
that’s finished and coated to form the armature of the
monitor arms.
Why Use Mounting Arms With Hospital Electronics?

Look around any doctor’s office or
hospital, and although you won’t notice
them, miniature aluminum extrusions
will be all around you. Minalex
manufactures these custom extrusion
parts, which play a vital role in the
operation and functionality of precision
medical equipment. Aluminum is the
ideal material for use as it is strong yet
lightweight, resists corrosion and
bacteria and is very easy to clean and
disinfect.
Minalex constantly receives requests to
create specialized components used in
gurneys. Stethoscopes, respirators,
ventilators and even to lab testing
equipment – all items that are used in
the treatment of coronavirus patients. As
a result, the Company has developed
long-time partnerships with many
medical device companies who turn to
Minalex for the highest quality
components that require extremely tight
tolerances.

One of the most practical reasons is for conserving space.
Walk through a hospital and you’ll notice a variety of monitors
in use. Having some of them mounted on a wall eliminates
the need for stands or carts that can get in the way. The arms
also house and protect the complex array of cables that are
the backbone of the precision electronic instruments.
Why Use Extruded Aluminum in the Hospital Room?
There are several compelling reasons for using aluminum for
the monitor arms. It also offers lightweight flexibility, promotes
an ergonomic work environment and makes it easier for
doctors, nurses and patients to adjust monitors as needed.
Aluminum is also a desirable material because it doesn’t harbor
or promote the growth of bacteria.
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT:
ABC News Features Minalex with Eco-Friendly Straw Solution
In a recent interview with ABC7 News, Minalex praises
the positive impact aluminum straws are making on
the environment today. Their collaboration with SeaStraw owners, Elizabeth Thorn and William Marshall,
has brought attention to the plastic straw crisis that is
threatening our future.
Jim Casey, President of Minalex, explains the inspiration
behind every aluminum extruded straw, “It’s great to
be able to carry this business and see something that
is touching so many people. Creating an eco-friendly
straw that makes a difference is something everybody
can relate to.”
It was during a sea turtle rescue, in Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, where Elizabeth Thorne and William
Marshall, owners of Sea-Straw, realized the damage
caused by plastic straws.
In collaboration with Minalex, Sea-Straws has worked
to create alternative to plastic, paper, glass, and
stainless steel drinking straws, using marine grade
“reef-friendly” aluminum and dyes.
“I love the wildlife and hate to see the garbage and the
ingestion of the plastics in sea turtles and marine life,”
said Thorne.

“I LOVE THE WILDLIFE AND HATE
TO SEE THE GARBAGE AND THE
INGESTION OF THE PLASTICS IN SEA
TURTLES AND MARINE LIFE,”
SAID THORNE.

Protecting the environment is of great importance and
knowing that their product is playing a part in saving
marine wildlife is of great pride to both companies.
For William Marshall, the transition from plastic straws
to aluminum is simply a change of habit.
“These days, people can still get upset not using plastic
straws. But, remember thirty years ago, when we were
told we’d have to separate the recyclables from trash?
Everyone was resistant. Now it’s just second nature,”
said Marshall.
According to Michael Casey of Minalex, approximately
50,000 straws are produced monthly and that number
continues to climb.
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ELIMINATING
HIGH-TEMPERATURE
CHALLENGES
with Aluminum Heat Sinks

A common extrusion produced by Minalex is one used in heat sinks, which are found in millions of small devices in
residential, commercial and aerospace applications all over the world.
Heat sinks are hardware components mainly found in
small-format devices that are not able to regulate
temperature or prevent overheating on their own, as
with electronics, microchips, computer central
processing units (CPUs) and many others. Heat sinks
transfer unwanted heat from a device to a fluid
medium, which may be air or a liquid coolant.
“Fins” play a crucial role in the fabrication of heat sinks
and are an important part of the solution when it
comes to heat transfer challenges. They extend from
a base to dissipate heat and increase the rate of heat
transfer, preventing heat damage or shutdown of
electronic and other devices.
Minalex creates fins in different sizes and
configurations, but this arrangement of straight fins
(pictured above) is a particularly effective one.

MINALEX SPECIALIZES IN EXTRUDING
MINIATURE HEAT SINKS USING SOFTER
ALUMINUM ALLOYS, SUCH AS:

6061
for strength,
durability and
heat transfer

3003

for corrosion
resistance and
workability

In general, the more surface area a heat sink has, the
better it performs.
Customers often turn to Minalex engineers for help
with the configuration of these extrusions. Some of
the design considerations include the fitment and
space the extrusion will fit within, and machining
needs following the extrusion process. To minimize
machining, Minalex has ingeniously developed ways
to extrude many of the features that would usually
require machining, such as angles or “fin” heights.
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AUTOMOTIVE UPDATE:
High-Quality Aluminum Extrusions Bring the
Checkered Flag for an International Autoracing Team
When it comes to auto racing, precision is everything. Any small defect in the components of a race car can have a
negative impact on performance or safety, sometimes with dire consequences. So, when one of the most
renowned international auto racing teams in the world needed a specialized part, Minalex was called in to create
an important structural bracket.
The Minalex solution was a custom z-shaped bracket with holes on both ends so that the bracket could be
screwed directly into the chassis. The assembly is part of the mounting of the vehicle’s dashboard and electronics.

Prototyping for the Right Solution
The team turned to Minalex in part for their diligent attention to the
prototyping process, where problem-solving and rigorous testing
can help avoid costly mistakes in the manufacturing process. Using
aluminum for the prototypes is an excellent choice from a cost
standpoint. Aluminum performs exceedingly well—it’s strong and
rigid, yet lightweight—and costs far less than steel and other
materials often used in prototyping.
Precision Performance, Time after Time
With an ability to be as precise as +/-0.001, walls as thin as 0.020”,
and holes as small as 0.040”, the company is able to create a
short-run or even a single custom part.

Yet another benefit Minalex
offers is the ability to fulfill
exact, duplicate orders for their
clients’ custom extrusions at
any time in the future, because
Minalex retains all extrusion
dies for future use.
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SAVING TIME & MONEY

by Extruding Aluminum First, Finishing with CNC Machining

For those looking to make the best parts and products from aluminum with greater efficiency and profitability,
extruding first followed by a CNC machined finish enables you to process higher volumes in considerably less time.

Tight Specs on a Tighter Timeline

The “BETTER” New Ways

High volume jobs can be achieved in a shorter period
of time. You can do all the drilling or punching on your
own because this is a quicker process, and you can
extrude any aluminum product you want in any size.
You’re literally, minutes away from die cutting
everything you need. All in all, it means a finishing
process that can be started on the same day, if not
within the same hour!

Extrusion tolerances are extremely tight, so more
highly advanced products can now be made. When
combined with CNC machining, just about any part
imagined can be made.

The “GOOD” Old Days?
“Back in the day,” machining and manufacturing
required you to take a much longer view of the work
you did. You couldn’t get all your material extruded
ahead of time, and you probably wasted a lot of time
methodically going through each step of the process.
Your materials were a lot rougher in the old days too,
and you had to finish all the raw material before you
continued to use it.

Here are just a few things that you can shift to this new
way of working:
• Angles
• Holes that can be made by extrusion
• Channel milling
• I-beams
• Ten-foot stock squares

Minalex provides services, support and production in
the following ways:
• Jobs can be produced at high volumes 		 a much less expensive way to start the
		 manufacturing process.
• It can send the extrusions to the shop where
		 the additional finishing will be done
• It can perform secondary machine work
		 without wasting time trying to cut down the
		 aluminum in a more inefficient way.
• From aerospace to firearms to fishing,
		 almost every business sector can benefit.

 LEARN HOW TO SAVE TIME AND DRIVE GREATER PROFITS
Minalex and its manufacturing and finishing services can help you with custom profiles delivered
right to your shop. It can make your operations more efficient, your tolerances tighter and your
bottom line greener.

MESSAGE FROM
THE CASEY FAMILY
Now represented by three generations of our family, and
across five decades, Minalex is grateful to be of continued
service and support of all of your miniature aluminum
extrusion needs. We wanted to give you a quick snapshot
of what we’ve been up to over the last few months with this
inaugural edition of Minalex Extrusion News, our bi-annual
news update. We hope this information is informative,
helpful, and inspires your own creative thinking and ideas
about how to produce miniature aluminum parts that can
have a big and lasting impact on your various project.

Signed: The Caseys

EMPLOYEE
MILESTONES
Minalex gratefully acknowledges the following
team members for celebrating special
milestone anniversaries in 2020.

Mike Ekel
Celebrating 30 years

George Hendershot
Celebrating 30 years

Thomas Kelly
Chief Technology Officer

Tom recently completed four
cyber security certifications at
the Rochester Institute of
Technology.

UP, UP & AWAY!
Did you know...The Casey family has long held
true to two passions: music and hot air balloons.
Pictured here are a few scenes of various Casey
family members in flight.
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